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Abstract: Our primary goal is to develop and analyze macroeconomic model of Russia, which can take into
account various macro indicators, difficult interactions between them, main aspects of the policy makers'
decisions. That model should give us empirical results such as forecasting value of macro indicators. One of
the key features of such model is ability to manage economical process. Moreover, we discuss different ways
of macroeconomic modeling and mark their strengths and weaknesses.
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INTRODUCTION (in money terms). The interaction between the sectors

Due to the scale and hierarchical structure  of modern described occurring processes that can be modeled by a
macroeconomics, there is a problem of modeling and system of regression equations. One of the main problems
forecasting   the    future    economic   situation    from is the correct choice of factors affecting a particular
the perspective of key indicators of economic economic process. To determine this influence, you need
development, the parameters of fiscal, monetary, price and to choose  a  method  of  estimating  the  parameters  of
demographic policy. Target of the article is to discuss the the regression equations accurately. Traditional
main approaches to macroeconomic modeling their econometric tests allow to check the quality of the
features, benefits and implementation issues. Furthermore, constructed models.
I describe my own attempt of Russian economy modeling  Every economic process in each cycle takes place in
using balance-regression approach. the "force field" of balancing of flows production and

Model description of the economy provides consumption of each type of resource. Therefore the
assignment  of  the  structure  and  nature  of  the description of the economic process is made by the form
interactions  of  economic  subjects  in  one  form or of balances for all major resources initiated by the
another.  Description  of  the  structure  determines, first, decisions of the subjects. Any balance includes all
the composition of the subjects and, secondly, accountable sources of resources and all aspects of its
considered relationship between the subjects in the use. The main requirement for the structure of the balance
model.  Scientists  from different countries identify of any resource is the closure of all streams of this
different   economic   sectors,   but   usually   the  main resource.
ones are:  Undoubtedly, the necessity of building and usage

Household sector; such worldwide problems as management of supply and
Government sector; on a national scale through the leverages of the market
Financial sector; influence and even the economic reforms. This is because
Business sector ; the quantification of the aftereffects of proposed changes
Rest of the world sector [1-3]. will help to identify their suitability and avoid crisis

Relationships between above-listed economic sectors weak solutions of maturity and neglect of many crucial
are defined by the exchange of the  produced  products factors.

defines the current economic situation in the country,

models of modern macroeconomics also is caused by

situations for the economy that may arise in virtue of the
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Thus researches which aimed at building a However, under present conditions continuation of
macroeconomic model and quantitation of the aftereffects stability of the economy of almost any country is difficult
of socio-economic changes  in  the  country  acquire because of the intensity of the flows, conducted by its
particular relevance. agents. Because of noncompliance of key condition of the

World Experience of Research in Economic  Modeling: economic reality, many of the laws of its operation isn’t
In the XVII century English economist William Petty, the performed, so mathematical simulation is the only viable
founder of bourgeois classical political economy, who set method of systematization of processes and phenomena
the economic development of society in relation to for their adequate explanation and description.
objective laws and identifying the laws of nature, society  In part, the nonstructural econometric forecasting
and economy regarded it as eternal and immutable and explosion of the 1970 was driven by econometricians
compared the methods of the natural and social sciences. absorbing the powerful earlier advances made by the likes
Based on his research, he introduced the quantitative of Wold, Wiener, Kolmogorov and Kalman. But there was
methods of describing the economic categories, turning a major additional push: in 1970, just as discontent with
them into measurable quantities. Thus he laid basics of Keynesian structural econometric forecasting was
the economic statistics. In the 30s  of  the  XIX  century beginning to emerge, Box and Jenkins (1970) [4] published
A. Cournot used mathematical analysis to describe a landmark book on nonstructural time series analysis and
commodity markets  and  the  researches  of  market forecasting [5]. In case of nonstructural approaches we
prices, laid basics of the modern mathematical economics. should note about Sargents' and Sims' vector
A century later, the famous economist Alfred Marshall autoregression model (VAR)[6].
wrote that the mathematical models and methods in the Let’s consider the experience of Russian economic
economy play a supporting role: are used for the modeling.
economists as a convenient, concise language of fixing Mathematical direction of economic researches has
the exclusions obtained for his own use. “Hardly anyone arisen in Russia in the turn of the twentieth century. Work
except the author will assume the understanding of the of E. Slutsky in 1915 describing function theory of
transcription of economic doctrine in the language of consumer demand has become a classic of mathematical
mathematics” - he said. economics [9-11]. In 1939 L. Kantorovich made

Since then, the necessity and actuality of the outstanding contribution to mathematical economics by
application of mathematical methods in economics is invention of linear programming. Linear programming
becoming more evident and undeniable. A. Marshall’s problem generalizes the theory of rational organization of
statement reflected his attitude to mathematical economics production in a market economy, but by the end of the
at that time as a section of political economy. However, 30s, when the Kantorovich published his first work of
comparison of the features of both sciences, while linear programming.
maintaining their objective similarity excludes the role of Proceedings of Kantorovich in the same way as the
mathematical models as "supportive", giving to it much works of V. Novozhilov, V. Nemchinov, received public
more influential nature. Perhaps the result of such recognition until the late 50s. But the problem of linear
exclusions was impact of occurring changes in the modern programming was used as a model that wasn’t an
economy. adequate to the studying system. Of course, its scope

Classics of political economy determined the subject narrowed to optimal planning [12].
of this science as a regular vital activity of human Researches by the 90s in the area of macroeconomic
societies associated with the creation and Usage of the modeling has reflected in the works of famous Russian
material foundations of prosperity. economist,  I. Pospelov, which is one of the outstanding

Classical  political  economy studies, "normal" representatives  of theorizing  balance  approach  for  the
gradual evolution of economic activities and Russian economy. Also, the experience of 1990 reflects a
relationships. Moreover, most well-known economists of
prosperity of the political economy period denied the
usefulness of economic shocks and didn’t associate it
with the natural development of the economy. Discussing
the regulatory mechanisms of social reproduction,
classical of political economy, first and foremost, pay
attention to the degree of stability in economic structures.

political economy – the stability and sustainability of

RUSEC-RUSsian Economy model  built  by  academician
V.  Makarov,  based  on modifications of Walrasian
Arrow-Debreu model, which includes a detailed
description of the functions of supply and demand, as
well as the use of the mechanism of income formation,
which combines CGE – (Computable General Equilibrium)
and game-theoretic approaches.
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The macro-economic modeling is realized as a economic cycle, divide into three groups: parameters,
complex of researches in an aggregate form of variables and output characteristics. Transformation of
retrospective and prospective processes in the country, parameters of a formal model from the reference
with the help of mathematical methods and economic designation to the corresponding numerical values is
conceptual apparatus. The economic component help to called the identity of the model. If macroeconomic model
establish the necessary communication between agents is assigned for predictive studies in several economic
and describe the motion of specific capital flows that cycles, then there are fundamental differences between
accompany their interaction. Mathematical methods the formation of the initial information for the first and
provide tools for the formalization of the research subsequent cycles of settlement. To calculate the first
objectives in the form of a certain type of systems of cycle, all the background information should reflect the
equations, for example, systems of linear and nonlinear, actual achievements to primary time state of the economy
differential or simultaneous econometric equations. and its subjects. But for the subsequent cycles it is

The country's economy is an object of formed in two ways. Some parameters are determined
macroeconomic research taking into account all major (using the so-called dynamic linking) by the state of the
aspects of economic life. Depending on the purpose of economy, achieved by the end of the last t-cycle, which
research, these aspects can be considered more or less is a consequence of decisions made by the model for all
aggregated form, subject to variation or integrated into a the previous t-1 cycles. Another part of the parameters are
fixed position. specified in an explicit form for the forecast period a priori

The economic and mathematical model is the in accordance with the accepted version (scenario) for
instrument of macroeconomic research within the scope economic development.
of which there is a simplified, subordinate to the Variables  of  the  model  mimic  the   decisions  that
objectives of the study, description of the economy. are taken by economic subjects on each cycle of
Model description of the economy provides assignment operation.
in one form or another of  the  structure  and  nature of The third group of parameters used in a
the interactions of  economic  subjects.  Description of macroeconomic modeling – output characteristics that are
the structure determines, first, the composition of the calculated using simple algorithms. With its help part of
subjects and, secondly, considered a model relationship the initial information is being formed for the next cycle.
between the subjects. We have examined some of the structural and

The composition of the subjects of a macroeconomic functional aspects    of    macroeconomic   modeling.
model can be different - it depends on the level of detail Now reasonably to discuss what meaning can be in the
displayed economic processes. concept of quality of macroeconomic models. In this

Interaction between the subjects associated with the regard, it is most important the following aspects: the
production and exchanges all kinds of resources, adequacy of the model and its information security.
determine the processes occurring in the economy. In the It’s absurd to associate term adequacy of the model
macroeconomic models their description is usually based with the idea of its full compliance of the economic reality,
on the following premise: economic processes are cyclic, since the latter is immeasurably richer than any of its
notably repeated regularly. Typically, the duration of one formal description. Hence, it can only be a relative line.
cycle a calendar year. In the framework of macroeconomic Therefore the concept of adequacy of the model should
modeling, economic activity in each cycle is generated by be interpreted as matching of the model and its content
decisions of the subjects of production and consumption objectives of macroeconomic modeling to real-world
of all kind of resources and methods of implementing economic conditions [13, 14].
these solutions. Choice-making is always based on the There is a special verification model to test the
current state of the economy and its trends. Therefore, the adequacy.
description of the economic process, initiated by the Verification in its ideal expression supposes
subjects' decisions is made in the form of balances for all assignment from statistical sources of values not only of
major resources. Any balance includes all  recorded in all model parameters, but also all of its variables.
the macro-economic modeling sources of the resources Calculated in the model output characteristics are
and all aspects of its usage. The main requirement for the compared  with   the   corresponding   reporting   data.
structure of the balance of any resource is the closure of The degree of divergence of these indicators can be
all streams of this resource. judged not only on the reliability of the source data, but

From the perspective of information structure all also according to the chosen model structure aims of the
indicators used in macroeconomic modeling, within each study.
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The goal of modeling defines the set of rational Model Types
consideration of economic agents and products, the level
of detail to describe them, the set of accounted
composition  and  structure  of  the  resource  balance.
The simulated structure of the components of each
balance depends not only on the research objectives, but
also on the state of the economy, i.e. the relevance of
various aspects of economic life.

It should be noted one of the important target
aspects of the simulation. It can go either to working out
on practical recommendations relevant to economic
subjects, either on researches of certain subjects of
economic interactions and their  manifestations  in order
to  obtain  new  knowledge.   In   the   first   case of
macro-economic modeling can generate only necessary
but not sufficient conditions for achieving the set goals.
Both of these performances led to different types of
models (applied or "managerial" and theoretical-analytical
or "research") and impose significantly different
requirements to the structure of the model and its
information management (precision task).

Thus, the technology of forming the structure of any
particular macroeconomic model provides:

A clear statement of purpose of the study; 
Determination of the object model appropriate, taking
into account their degree of aggregation;
Determination of the considered economic resources;
The choice of the investigated factors that determine
the credit and debit balances of the article, taking into
account the specifics of the simulated environment;
Form a relationship to the accuracy of the expected
results, which define the requirements for the
accuracy of the model parameters. First, they will be
set heuristically, but as they gain experience of
operating models, in particular, study the sensitivity
of the results of decisions to variations in parameter
values, these requirements can be gradually adjusted.

Thus, one could argue that the macroeconomic
modeling is a specific class of mathematical economic
models, the main feature of which is a complete closure of
the flow of all types of macroeconomic resources that
should be considered in the model.

Awarded closure of flows of economic resources
imposes particularly  stringent  requirements  on  the
mutual consistency of the numerical values of all
significant indicators of macroeconomic modeling and
therefore considerably complicates the task of forming its
constellation of the correct source data.

Econometric    Models:     An     econometric model   is
an  attempt  to  apply  to  the  study  of  classical
economics empirical research method. Econometric
models  distinguish  the  desire  to  rely  directly  on  the
data,  rather  than  a  representation  of  a  system of
causal  relationships  in  the  economy.  In  constructing
an  econometric  model you select a specific set of
recorded economic indicators (production and
consumption,  price  indexes,  investment  and growth
rates  of  these  variables,  etc.)  and  study  by  methods
of   mathematical   statistics   the   correlation   between
time series of these indicators. If it is impossible to
establish  a  linear  relationship  between  several
economic parameters than it applied attempts to establish
a more complex, functional relationship – polynomial,
logarithmic, power law. The correlation between the
individual parameters is combined into a system of
simultaneous econometric equations that describe the
state of the economic system in the form of a specific set
of indicators over a specified time interval with any
regularity.

The  strength  of  the  econometric  models   is in
their  relative  independence  from  social  and  political
views  of  the   author’s   model   and   in   used  methods
of collecting and processing raw data by statistical
agencies.  The  weak side  is  that  the  econometric
models only state the existence of communication
variables, but do not help to explain it. Structural changes
in the economy require big changes to the model for the
new conditions and yet do not always end successfully.
In addition, econometric models at the stage of
construction require huge amounts of data collected by
the common methodology over a long period of time.
Econometric models are also not very suitable for
analytical scenario calculations like "what would happen
if another policy applied"[15].

Balance Models: Balance model emerged as a method of
providing economic planning procedures. The main part
of these models - the system of material balances for a set
of products, together covering the entire economy. Large
scale application of balance models for the management
of the economy and its individual complexes began in the
1950s, when there had been the worldwide popularity of
the idea of a great long-term planning.

Nobel Prize-winning V. Leontief, continuing his
studies in the United States, begun in 1920 in the USSR
State Planning Committee, has shown based on the
analysis of economic statistics that the ratio of current
costs of raw materials for producing different kinds of
such products to volume production of these products in
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the country (the coefficients of direct costs) remain  The reaction to the crisis has become a huge growth
practically constant, despite significant fluctuations in
releases. If we measure the coefficients of direct
expenditures, we'll obtain the scale, but simple and
uniform  structure  for  a  linear   system   of  equations
that relates the gross output of industries with the volume
of final consumption of their products. This is the
Leontief model. Leontief model is not closed in contrast to
most existing macroeconomic models. It allows you to
calculate the releases of a stated volume of final
consumption, but the actual final consumption it doesn't
define.

Later there have been proposed versions of dynamic
Leontief model, connecting not only with issues of
current costs, but also with previous capital costs using
the coefficients of the marginal capital ratio, as well as the
cost of labor by means of the coefficients of labor input
[16].

Leontief dynamic model allows us to pose the
problem of optimal economic development.

In recent years the balance models are often
supplemented by a system of financial balances, but
because of market mechanisms are not described in
balance models, the correlation of material and financial
components is determined by more or less randomly
chosen standards, so that the balance model, completed
with finances, usually seems somewhat eclectically.

The strength of the balance models is that they
consist almost exclusively of the most reliable balance
sheet ratios in the economy and the data for these ratios
are going to intentionally "under the model." The weak
side is it’s impossible to express the relationship between
economic agents by the balance language, so on balance
models are often not able to grasp the actual problems
facing economic development. Keep in mind that the
balance model takes into account a maximum of a few
thousand and usually a few dozen of products, while real
in today's economy there are several billion different
values. Therefore, the "products" are actually carrying the
model units, indices, constructed from the real goods with
prices, rates, payment flows and accounting estimates.
The primary and most accurate information in the
economy is always information about financial flows.

Simulation Models and Synergistic Approach: Severe
complication of the economic system has led to the
rejection of planning for deregulation and
decentralization, both at the State level and even earlier at
the corporate level. Boundary has become a world energy
crisis of 1975. Neither balance nor econometric model
weren’t able to predict the crisis, but - what more
importantly - weren’t able to calculate the consequences.

of popularity of so-called global dynamics models [17]
that for a while became widely known throughout the
world after the energy crisis in 1975. However, the
arbitrariness of the assumptions and the gap in economic
theory has raised serious criticism of these models and
dire predictions of models of global dynamics are not
justified.

However, the method of system dynamics was
remained. System dynamics models that describe the
current practice of corporate decision-making are now
used in almost all major corporations.

System dynamics models belong to the class of
simulation models. Simulation modeling was conceived of
attempts to apply to the description of complex systems
methods developed in the modeling of technical systems.
The basic method of simulation modeling - the separation
of the system to single clusters corresponding to the
essential processes or objects and system description
consists of descriptions of individual clusters.

Simulation models are usually quite complex -
contains hundreds of ratios. This is less than in large-
scale econometric models and about as much as in the
balance models. However in balance models, the most part
of relations are single-type linear balance equations and
the simulation models - this is non-linear relations
describing the causal relationships in the economy.
Therefore, simulation models tend to describe the system
in a less detailed nomenclature of products and resources
than the balance ones.

Computable General Equilibrium Model: A special class
of economic models form a so-called model of general
economic equilibrium goes back to the paper of XIX
century economist. L. Walras. There models were adapted
to the modern form through researches of K. Arrow and
G. Debreu [18]. General equilibrium model describes the
economy as a result of the interaction of economic agents
of various types. Usually it is the productive sectors,
households, financial institutions, government and
commercial organizations of the company. In the model,
each agent chooses for himself the most profitable actions
within their technological and institutional constraints,
based on the values of information variables (prices, rates,
interest). The values of information variables are
determined in the way to ensure the accomplishment of
material and financial balance across the system.

General equilibrium models are complex, as far as it is
a whole bunch of non-linear optimization of behavior
problem. These models can describe economic
performance too, although in this case the model becomes
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even more complicated from a mathematical and One  of  the  most  interesting  models   was proposed
computational point of view. by Fair for the U.S. economy. In our model we use Fair

Since the 1990s, the main tools used in the world for approach in creation structure of the model.
economic planning and forecasting became the so-called These  models   represent   a   system of
computable general equilibrium CGE-Computable General simultaneous  econometric   equations,   consisting of
Equilibrium models. two  types  of  equations  regression   (stochastic)   and

Balance-Regression Model of Russian Economy: Specification of stochastic equations based on the
Balance-regression approach is one of the newest and economic theory. There was the task of evaluating the
most promising in the current economic practice, due to a factors affecting this indicator. This is a task of the expert:
number of advantages and features: It is important not to include factors that influence is not

Opportunity to engage in economic models economic particularly significant and theoretically justified. Due to
sector as an economic agents, depending on the the fact that the researcher can not include absolutely all
division between them in each country. Perspective the variables that explain any indicator in the equation,
of detailing the model in terms of implementation as there are number of errors in the model [1-3].
entities of economic activities – foreign-economic The identities included in the model – are equalities,
activity. taken from macroeconomic theory. There are no known
Virtually unlimited opportunities of model in detail of coefficients that are should be evaluated. In addition to
business operations and capital movements, carried macroeconomic theory basis for these equations is the
out by economic agents – placement of funds, system of national accounts. Since the system is carrying
subsidies, taxation, etc. a model, the various measures can be expressed in terms
Advantage in describing the dynamics of of others.
macroeconomic systems undergoing structural When you create a model of regression equations
changes  over  time  with  the  help  of  dummy lagged values are often  used  of  explanatory  variables.
variables It gives the dynamics to the model. But in this case, using
Extensive econometric apparatus for the study of simple OLS to calculate the coefficients of the model is
relationship between economic processes - the ability not impossible cause OLS conditions are violated. In this
to choose the best method for estimating parameters case I suggest to use 2-step-MNCs.
of the model study of the influence of certain Once the coefficients of the regression equations
economic processes on the main macroeconomic were  calculated,  we obtain the usual system of
indicators. equations.  The  solution  of  this  system  is  often
Verification of the model as a test of its adequacy by difficult or impossible because of the large number of
comparing  the  calculated  statistical  indicators  and equations and variables and often non-linear form of
actual reported data (comparison of the parameters these variables (in the model can be used not only
that are both exogenous and endogenous parameters macroeconomic, but also a function of these indicators,
in different equations). such as GDP can be used instead of the logarithm of GDP,

Balance-regression model synthesizes a variety of we recommend using one of the iterative methods such as
approaches: Gauss-Seidel method.

Econometric – by virtue of submission form to a system setting the necessary parameters for exogenous periods
of econometric equations for which we need a prediction, we solve the system by

Balance – the inclusion in the model of macroeconomic the Gauss-Seidel method and consistently get the
identities that are proved equalities resulting endogenous parameters.

CGE approach, not just the arrangement of a model Considered balance-regression model is:
and identifying the general trends of the Russian
economy on the basis of study of macroeconomic Dynamic: In many equations lagged endogenous
indicators, but also the identification of key levers of variables are used as exogenous variables. That is in the
influence on the parameters and on the economy as a capacity of explanatory of any variables we use of the
whole. value of this indicator for the previous period.

the identity.

plausible and include factors which influence is

or second differences of this indicator). For this reason,

Then, using the resulted system of equations and
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Nonlinear: Many equations use the correlation of the As a result of this work in an environment Eviews 6
variables and the logarithms of the variables. was created a system of econometric equations. The data

Simultaneous: Endogenous equation of some variables Statistics and Central Bank of Russian Federation.
can be used as exogenous. The model contains about 50 endogenous and

Statements applied to the econometric models exogenous variables and about 30 equations. For all the
because of its similarity to the models most of variables constructed forecast to 2020 due to the dynamic
econometric approach can be applied to the balance- type model.
regression model too, that is a legitimate need to The result of work is a model of the national economy
aggregate data in indispensable temporal period, of the Russian Federation. The model provides the ability
application of interpolation methods. It also include s the to change variables that affect on economic development
problems and peculiarities of collecting and model or characterizing a particular government policy.
processing of statistical data model from official sources. Much attention is paid to the possibility of using

 The  main objectives  of  constructing   such a associated with it, as well as methods for their solution.
model  are: The results obtained with the model for the

Building a macroeconomic model of the national economic growth, which indicates the adequacy of the
economy to identify the main trends of its model and the ability to use it in practice.
development. All the regressions, variables and illustration of final
Identifying key levers of influencing to the macro- result is represented in the appendix.
economic situation through the individual
instruments: monetary, fiscal policy, policy in the Appendix A. Two-Stage Least Squares:
sphere of finance. A brief description of the 2-step OLS algorithm:

In a our model, government consumption is right-hand side variables are not correlated with a number
presented as an endogenous indicator, but it is possible of errors. If this assumption is violated, then two methods
to input values of the exogenous perspective  that  allows – a general method of least squares and weighted least
the researcher to observe the changes in key squares method are invalid.
macroeconomic indicators - imports, GDP and other Chance of a number of situations where some of the
indicators for a given level. When you enter the variables on the right side of regression equation is
endogenous government spending affecting other correlated with the error. The main examples of such
important factor is the adjustable "arm" - the value of situations are:
received taxes.

One of the arms in model is rates of three major taxes. There is endogenously determined variable in The
Changes in these rates affect on key macroeconomic right side of the equation.
indicators, such as, for example, consumption - and hence There are variables that measured with errors In the
on most indicators of national accounts. right-hand side

One of the major factors affecting the most
economical and demographic processes in Russia, is the For simplicity, we can consider the case when the
price of oil. In the balance-regression model the oil price variables on the right side of the equation are correlated
is set exogenously and indeed is a key parameter of the with the endogenous variable on the left side of the
model that allows decision-makers to carry out various equation.
scenarios of economic development. The standard approach of solving the problem of

 As an index of investment attractiveness of the correlation with the remnants of the model – it’s
country and indicator of development was used Russian evaluation of the equation, using the method of
stock index - RTS index. Regulation of this indicator and instrumental  variables.  The  idea   behind   this  method
its qualitative forecast allows to determine the rate of is to  find  a set of variables, called instrumental that
investment income, which is important due to the rapid would not be correlated with errors and at the same time
development of infrastructure and production in the will be correlated with the explanatory variables in the
country. equation.

sources of the variables are the Federal Service of State

such models in practice, describes the main difficulties

exogenous parameters of the positive evidence of stable

The basic assumption of regression analysis that the
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If we denote the matrix of instrumental variables by Z, Constructed in this way the equations are models
y - the dependent variable, X - matrix of explanatory
variables, then the coefficients will be calculated two-
stage least squares as follows:

b  = (x' z/z' z) x' z/ z' z) z' y (23)2sls
1 1

 Covariance matrix of these coefficients is calculated
as follows:

(24)

where s  – squared standard error of regression.2

Using the method of instrumental variables in
equations with lagged values of endogenous equations
on the right side of the equation makes it necessary to
remove from the right side of y . Seeking a new variablet–1

that going be introduced into the model instead of y ,t–1

must have two properties. First, it must be closely
correlate with y  and secondly, it should not correlatet–1

with the remnants of ut.
There are several ways of obtaining such an

instrumental variable. As a model of the form:

y  = a + b  + b x  + c y  + (25)t 0 0 t 1 t–1 1

where the variable depends not only on y  but also on xt t

and then we can assume that there is a dependence y  byt–1

x , iet–1

y  = d  + d  * x  + u . (26)t–1 0 1 t–1 t

Hence, the variable y  can be expressed as follows:t–1

(27)

(28)

the estimate of  found with the help of (26), whose

parameters can search the usual OLS may serve as an
instrumental variable for the factor y(t). This variable, in
the first place, closely correlated with  and secondly,

as the relation (28), it is a linear combination of the
variable x , for which the premise of OLS is not disturbedt–1

about the lack of dependence quotient between the sign
and the remains of a regression model. Consequently, the
variable  will also not be correlated with the error ut

Thus, the parameter estimates of equation (26) can be
found from the relation:

(29)

with a lag distribution, which does not violate the usual
OLS premise, leading to failure and bias parameter
estimates.

Appendix B. Gauss-Seidel method: Consider the
equations

Ax = b, (35)
where

(36)

(37)

(38)

We show how to solve it using the Gauss-Seidel. We
rewrite the problem as follows:

(39)

Here in the j-th equation, we moved to the right of all
terms containing xi, for i> j. This entry can be submitted:

(L + D)x = – Ux + b, (40)

where the notation D means the matrix whose main
diagonal contains the corresponding elements of matrix A
and the rest zeros, whereas the matrices U and L, contain
upper and lower triangular parts of A, on the main
diagonal there are zeros.

The iterative process of Gauss-Seidel method is
based on the formula (L + D)x = –Ux +b, after(k+1) (k)

selecting an appropriate initial approximation x .(0)

The  Convergence  Condition:  Let   ||A ||<1, e  =-(L2 2

+ D) U. Then for any initial approximation x (0)1

Gauss-Seidel method converges
The estimate of error ||x -x||<q ||x -x|| is right(k) k (0)

Appendix C. Technical Model Data: The variables used in
the model



UR
IR( 1)−

Y
Y( 1)−

L1( )
POP1

L1( 1)( )
( 1)POP
−
−

RL( )
POP)

COH( )
POP

COH( 1)( )
POP( 1)

−
−

Y( )
POP)

Y
PY
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Exogenous: GNI + - Gross National Income (GNI)
OIL - price for Brent crude
POP – population
RTS - the RTS index
Pm - import deflator
COS - Final consumption expenditure (s)
T – Time variable
POP1 - the number of population in working age
ICO + - Intermediate consumption (through 2010)
PSO + - output of goods and services (through 2010)
SUP - Subsidies on products
RL + - Compensation of employees
SUPI - Subsidies on production and imports
IRRW - Property income received from the "rest of
the world" (r)
IGRW - Income from property transferred "to the
world" (r)
STRRW - Current transfers from the "rest of the
world" (r)
STGRW - Current transfers referred "to the world" (r)
TRRW - Capital transfers from the "rest of  the
world" (r)
TGRW - Capital transfers referred to "the rest of the
world" (r)
NDSR – VAT rate
NDFLR - personal income tax rate
NALNAPR - income tax rate
P-acquisition less disposals nefin.akt.

Endogenous:
NC - Net lending-borrowing + statistical discrepancy
COG-state consumption expenditure (g)
EX2 - Export (r)
STAT2 - statistical discrepancy
CPI - the accumulated value of the index of consumer
prices (the prices of 2002)
GDPPY - the value of real GDP Identities:
X - Final Sale
PY - GDP deflator
IM - import (r)
Y - Nominal GDP
I - Investments in fixed assets
L1 - the economically active population
J - average number employed?% B? Akoplenie (h)
NTP - Net taxes on products (g)
V - material – inventories
V1 - factoring investment
M2 - Money supply
TPI - Taxes on production 
GA + - ValovylDnye income (h)
GI + - Gross profit and gross mixed income
GNYD + - Gross National crucified? Th profit and
gross mixed income (s)

CO + - Final consumption expenditure
NS - Gross national savings (ANS)
NDSB - the tax base of VAT
NDFLB - PIT tax base
NALNAPB - the tax base of income tax
TAXES - the total value used in the model of paid
taxes
INFL-inflation to the price of the previous period

List of Equations
Regressions:

1) IM-IM(-1) Y-Y(-1) PM(-1)

2) C  INFL(-1)

3) LOG C LOG  LOG 

4) LOG  LOG  LOG 

5) GA RTS(-1) COG
6) I C COG GA
7) Y-Y(-1)  X-X(-1) OIL-OIL(-1)
8) LOG(PY) LOG(PY(-1)) LOG(PM(-1)) T(-1)
9) LOG(CPI) LOG(CPI(-1)) LOG(M2)
10) M2 M2(-1) Y-Y(-1)
11) COG TAXES COG(-1)

12) LOG(EX2) LOG(RTS(-1)) C T
13) GAK GAK(-1) GA
14) NTP OIL M2
15) TPI M2 OIL
16) NDFLB J COH T
17) NALNAPB C CO GI T

1) X=COH+COG+EX2+GAK-IM
2) CO=COH+CO_S+COG
3) V1=Y-X
4) V=V(-1)+V1
5) GDPPY = 

6) J = L1. (1-UR) 
7) NDSB=PSO-ICO=Y-NTP+SUP
8) GI=Y-RL-TPI+SUPI
9) GNI=GI+RL+TPI-SUPI+IRRW-IGRW
10) GNYD=GNI+CTRRW-CTGRW
11) NS=GNYD-CO
12) NC=NS+TRRW-TGRW-GA-P
13) TAXES = NDSR NDSB + NDFLR NDFLB +. .

NALNAPRNALNAPB.

14) STAT2=Y-EX2+IM-COG-COH-CO_S-GAK
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